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WELCOME TO THE BELL 
BAY INDUSTRIAL 
PRECINCT
The Bell Bay Region has long been recognised as one that actively supports and promotes business and industry. 
From its early days where it witnessed the establishment of the first aluminium smelter in the Southern Hemisphere 
to its current reputation of supporting a range of heavy and light industries, the region is welcoming and open  
for business. 

The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct is the beneficiary of many years of sustained infrastructure investment. With its close 
proximity to road, rail, air, sea and ease of connectivity to essential utilities such as electricity, gas, water and a super-
fast broadband network, the Precinct offers ample access to all infrastructure required for success. The Precinct also 
enjoys significant natural assets including the adjacent deep water harbour and an abundance of flat accessible land. 

The Precinct is located near to the township of George Town. Well known for its temperate weather, superb 
wineries, and pristine beaches, George Town located in the picturesque Tamar Valley region, offers its residents 
a level of liveability and opportunity that is difficult to surpass. Add to this the quality primary and secondary 
education that exists in the township and Tasmania’s internationally recognised University of Tasmania within 45 
minutes of the region and you will start to form a picture of why the region is an exceptional place to live and invest. 

On a broader level, Tasmania is a resourceful and resource-rich economy with a reputation for quality. Its compelling 
and well-known brand, lifestyle, environmental credentials, skilled workforce and competitive cost base combine to 
make it an outstanding location for investment.

The Tasmanian Government is committed to listening to industry, cutting red tape and facilitating investment. As 
such, we look forward to hearing your proposals and discussing in detail the opportunities Bell Bay and Tasmania 
have to offer. 

Matthew Groom MP

Minister for State Growth
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INTRODUCTION FROM 
GEORGE TOWN 
MAYOR
As the Mayor of the George Town Council, I would like to personally welcome you to the George Town municipal 
area. The area has a rich historical past and an exciting industrial present and future.

The George Town Council is committed to growing the industrial base of the region by providing smooth and 
efficient services not only to the current businesses and industry in the region but to those seeking to establish or 
relocate here. We pride ourselves on being progressive and ‘easy-to-do-business’ with. As such, we are pleased to 
endorse this Prospectus. 

Bound by Bass Strait to the north and the Tamar River to the west, the municipality is diverse and represents a key 
gateway into Tasmania. 

Encompassing the administrative centre of George Town, the agricultural areas of Pipers River including the 
renowned Pipers Brook vineyard, the Bell Bay Industrial region with its light and heavy industries, the historic Low 
Head precinct and a number of alluring coastal settlements, George Town municipality has much to offer business, 
industry and their employees. 

In terms of liveability, it is hard to believe a region covering approximately 65 000 hectares can offer so much. 
Appealing rural-urban living options are enhanced by easy access to facilities such as banks, restaurants, shops, 
schools and the George Town district hospital. 

Often understated in its beauty, the region hides stretches of remarkable coastland and beaches, while showcasing 
idyllic agricultural land producing premium wine, berries and cheeses. Those looking for rest and recreation are 
spoilt for choice. Our people are welcoming and resourceful.

As you can see, investors, residents and visitors are offered many opportunities for business, work, or leisure. 

We invite you to join us, to invest in Bell Bay, to experience the region and be part of the region’s prosperity. 

Cr Bridget Archer

George Town Mayor
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THE BELL BAY INDUSTRIAL PRECINCT, 
GEORGE TOWN AND BEYOND
“Where industry and lifestyle seamlessly converge”

The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct (the Precinct) is located at Bell Bay approximately five kilometres from George 
Town in northern Tasmania. It consists of two distinct areas; the light industrial subdivision and the heavy industrial 
subdivision as well as additional tracts of industrial land surrounding these subdivisions. 

The Precinct benefits from being strategically located at the mouth of the Tamar River just 45 kilometres from the 
city of Launceston and 192 nautical miles from Melbourne (Port Phillip). The Precinct is Tasmania’s largest heavy 
industrial area, covering approximately 28 square kilometres and is recognised as a regionally significant precinct. 

Bell Bay has a long established and proud heritage of meeting the needs of multi-national and local businesses alike. 
Significant industrial activities currently operating within the precinct include Bell Bay Aluminium, South32 TEMCO, 
wood fibre facilities and the Tamar Valley Power Station. It is noteworthy that the Rio Tinto owned Bell Bay 
Aluminium was the first aluminium smelter in the Southern Hemisphere and continues to flourish in the region 60 
years later. 

George Town is the local economic centre and close to the Precinct. It offers quality accommodation, dining 
options, housing, shopping, banking, medical facilities, schools and the commercial services one would expect from 
a regional centre. Also of note is the township’s proximity (less than one hours’ drive) to the world acclaimed 
Barnbougle Dunes golf course. Currently rated the number four course in Australia by Australian Golf Digest and 
the number 11 course in the world by US Golf Digest, it is a ‘must play’. 

Launceston and the north east region accommodates almost 30 per cent of Tasmania’s businesses and over one 
quarter of Tasmania’s population. 
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FAST FACTS – NORTHERN TASMANIAN REGION

Population 143 544 

Total area 19975 sq km 

Key industries Manufacturing, agriculture, construction 

Size of economy (Gross Regional Product) $6.062 billion

Median resident age 42 

Median annual family income $41 992 

FAST FACTS – CLIMATE INFORMATION (ANNUAL AND MONTHLY AVERAGES)

Season Maximum temperature (°C) Rainfall (mm)

Annual 16.6 674.8

Summer 20.1 38.2

Autumn 17.7 55.9

Winter 13.1 76.2

Spring 15.6 54.7
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WHY BELL BAY?
The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct is one of the most exciting and best endowed industrial areas in 
Australia offering a unique combination of location, infrastructure and value.

The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct represents an exceptional opportunity for businesses to establish, relocate or 
expand their operations. The land is strategically positioned, well serviced and ideal for industrial development with 
the key features of the site as follows:

 • an established and diversified business base with opportunities for all sizes of industry

 • a stable, multi-skilled, advanced and technically proficient workforce that has a track record of dealing with the 
complexities and requirements of multi-national companies

 • close proximity to main transport systems: road, sea, rail and air

 • adjacent to a major deep water port which handles domestic and international bulk goods as well as container 
services

 • excellent connectivity to services (electricity, water, gas, and the national broadband network)

 • appropriately zoned land at competitive prices

 • a supportive and proactive local Council with a ‘can do’ attitude.

In addition, Tasmania has a number of key competitive advantages for investors including:

 • the lowest aggregate land and accommodation cost in Australia

 • the best industrial relations record in Australia in terms of days lost to disputes

 • one of the lowest business taxation ratios in Australia

 • transparent planning procedures

 • an independent and transparent environmental regulatory regime

 • low sovereign risk

 • a peaceful and safe island benefiting from its geographical location.
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POSITIONED FOR SUCCESS
Accessible by all manner of transport, adjacent to a major port, connected by a state-of-the-art 
digital broadband network and supported by quality infrastructure, Bell Bay Industrial Precinct 
makes a compelling case as one of Australia’s foremost regional industrial precincts.

ROAD
The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct is well connected via a network of roads to all Tasmanian cities and major ports. 

The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct is adjacent to the East Tamar highway linking Bell Bay to Launceston (35 minutes). 
Classified as a Category 1 Trunk Road, the highway caters for heavy transport vehicles such as B Doubles. The 
East Tamar Highway provides easy access to Launceston airport (50 minutes) and also links to the national highway 
which provides access to the major Tasmanian cities of Hobart (two hours, 50 minutes), Devonport (one hour, 35 
minutes) and Burnie (two hours, 15 minutes).

SEA
The port of Bell Bay with its deep water access and laydown areas is a major port for domestic and international 
bulk goods as well as container services. It is ideally located adjacent to the Bell Bay Industrial Precinct providing 
all-weather access, direct rail link and significant infrastructure capable of handling bulk and container freight 
movements. The port is accessible and navigable, with draft of 11.5 metres and an average tidal variation of 2.3 
metres. 

Bell Bay features extensive laydown areas both portside and waterside. Large level secure landside areas along with 
some on-site buildings are available by arrangement with Tasports.

As a major trading port for bulk and break-bulk cargoes, Bell Bay provides full port services including pilotage, 
towage, fuel, provisioning, stevedoring, quarantine and maintenance. The local capabilities are further enhanced 
upstream by Southern Marine ShipLift’s Syncrolift. Located on the Tamar River approximately four hours steaming 
time from Bell Bay, it offers an out-of-water service and dockside ship repair service to all marine vessels.

AIR
Approximately 60 kilometres from Bell Bay, Launceston airport provides air freight services and direct passenger air 
links to Australia’s three major populations centre, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane.  

Ideally located to multi-modal connections of rail and road, the airport currently facilitates the transit of over 1.25 
million passengers per annum and continues to expand and enhance its operations in line with increased passenger 
numbers and business demand. Recent investment in high capacity pavements and freight handling facilities along 
with a forecast $65 million CAPEX program over the next 10 years, will strengthen the Launceston airport’s status 
as a key regional airport. 

In addition the George Town aerodrome, a local airport, provides services for the George Town municipality. 
George Town aerodrome is located approximately seven kilometres from the Precinct.
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FLIGHT TIMES FROM LAUNCESTON TO MAJOR CENTRES

City State Approximate flight time*

Melbourne Victoria 55 minutes

Sydney New South Wales 2 hours, 45 minutes

Brisbane Queensland 3 hours, 15 minutes

Canberra Australian Capital Territory 2 hours, 5 minutes

Adelaide South Australia 2 hours, 10 minutes

Perth Western Australia 3 hours , 35 minutes

Darwin Northern Territory 6 hours, 5 minutes

*Flight times are approximate only and reflect “in-air” time only and, where applicable, do not take into account time taken 
in relation to connecting flights. Actual times will vary depending on aircraft, connections, weather conditions and route. 

RAIL
TasRail operates safe, reliable and competitive freight rail and logistics services state wide. Opened in September 
2015, the newly developed George Town Freight Terminal is located in the heart of the Industrial Precinct, just 3.5 
kilometres by rail from the port of Bell Bay. 

The well designed facility offers multi-modal options, secure intermodal and bulk storage and direct connections to 
major ports and freight terminals located at Brighton, Burnie, Devonport, Conara and Launceston. With a modern, 
new fleet of locomotives and wagons, and a proven track record of experience in logistics capability across the 
supply chain, TasRail offers industry in the region increased flexibility and capacity for moving product to market.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
Electricity supply runs adjacent to all land titles in both the light industrial and heavy industrial subdivisions. Identified 
available capacity from the George Town substation is as follows:

 • 24MW at 22,000 volts

 • 230MW at 110,000 volts

 • 273MW at 222,000 volts

Tasmania is in the enviable position of generating the majority of its electricity needs from renewable sources. 

Renewable energy provides around 93 per cent of Tasmania’s electricity demand, predominantly from Tasmania’s 
extensive hydro generation and storage schemes, but also with significant contributions from Tasmanian wind farms. 
Tasmanian renewable energy is also exported via the Basslink undersea cable to assist in meeting interstate demand, 
with the interconnector also used to import electricity to ensure Tasmania’s hydro storages are appropriately 
managed.
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GAS
The Tasmanian Gas Pipeline supplies natural gas to Tasmania with the main pipeline running adjacent to the nearby 
East Tamar highway. The gas network route extends to provide a natural gas option to businesses in both the light 
industrial and heavy industrial areas.  Any prospective client could access the high pressure transmission pipeline and 
also the low pressure distribution pipeline which is reticulated through the Industrial zones. 

The Tasmanian Gas Pipeline has the capacity to transport 129 TJ/day of natural gas to Tasmania. The current supply 
and demand profile for natural gas in Tasmania demonstrates that there is ample natural gas available to meet the 
level of demand required by heavy industry.

NBN
Tasmania was the first state in Australia to benefit from being connected to the national broadband network 
(NBN). This super-fast broadband technology provides Tasmania with the speed and integrity of digital technology 
demanded by business and industry in the 21st century.

NBN fixed line services are available in the Bell Bay Industrial Precinct for connection. 

WATER AND WASTE TREATMENT
The Precinct is well serviced with a reliable and constant water supply and benefits from Tasmania’s significant water 
resources. It is worth noting that while Tasmania represents only 0.9 per cent of Australia’s land area the state has 
approximately 12 per cent of the nation’s total freshwater resources. As such, there is an abundance of water supply.

Both raw (untreated) and reticulated treated supply of water is available to the Bell Bay Industrial Precinct. The main 
TasWater trunk pipeline runs adjacent to East Tamar highway and provides services to both the heavy and light 
industrial subdivisions. The pipe sizes into the Precinct range from 100 mm - 450 mm.

The George Town Waste Water Treatment Plant is located in the Precinct and services George Town. Subject to 
the relevant approvals, this treatment plant is accessible for the disposal of waste water for businesses in  
the Precinct. 
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INDUSTRIAL LAND FOR INDUSTRIAL NEEDS
Competitively priced, appropriately zoned, and readily accessible, the Bell Bay Industrial Precinct 
is primed and ready for development

The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct provides extensive portions of flat and accessible land with sufficient buffers from 
residential areas. The size of land allotments varies considerably with parcels ranging from less than one hectare to 
well in excess of one hundred hectares. 

Land ownership consists of a variety of Government, private enterprise and private owners. Subject to negotiation 
with relevant land owners, a range of tenure options are possible including ownership or leasing.

The Bell Bay Industrial Precinct benefits from primarily five different zonings.

 • Light industrial

 • General industrial

 • Rural resource

 • Utilities

 • Port and marine

Each zoning has a number of permitted uses under the planning scheme. These are listed below. Further to the 
permitted uses, there are also a number of discretionary uses allowed for under the planning scheme.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL ZONING – Equipment and machinery sales and hire, service industry, storage, research 
and development, transport depot, utilities.

GENERAL INDUSTRIAL ZONING – Equipment and machinery sales and hire, recycling and waste disposal, 
storage, manufacturing and processing, research and development, resource processing, transport depot and 
distribution, utilities.

RURAL RESOURCE ZONING – Business and professional services; domestic animal breeding and boarding, 
community meeting and entertainment, crematoria and cemeteries, extractive industries, food services, hotel 
industry, resource development, resource planning, sports and recreation, visitor accommodation.

UTILITIES ZONING – Recycling and waste disposal, transport depot and distribution, utilities, vehicle parking.

PORT AND MARINE ZONE – Emergency services, port and shipping, storage, transport depot and 
distribution, utilities, vehicle parking. 

While the complexity of development applications vary, the Tasmanian system compares very favourably with 
the other Australian states, noting that over 90 per cent of all normal development applications are currently 
determined by councils in less than the statutory timeframe of 42 days, with an average determination time of 28 
days.As part of its commitment to encouraging investment in Tasmania, the State Government is implementing 
an extensive program of planning reform to further increase the efficiency of development assessment processes 
across the state.
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A STABLE, EDUCATED AND SKILLED WORKFORCE
Continuously evolving to meet the complex needs of multinational and local businesses, the 
northern Tasmanian workforce has a well-earned reputation of being highly skilled, committed 
and technically proficient.

The Bell Bay, George Town and wider northern Tasmanian region has a stable and skilled workforce of almost 
90 000. Ranging from administrators to professionals, technicians to tradespeople, labourers to apprentices, the 
Precinct is serviced by a range of local and regional employees. Key industries for the region include manufacturing, 
agriculture and construction and the workforce is well versed in these areas. Commuting to the area is relatively 
easy due to the efficient road systems and lack of traffic congestion that benefits Tasmania. 

The workforce as a whole benefits from the strong education culture that is fostered by Tasmanian educational 
facilities. With large numbers of the northern Tasmanian region studying in tertiary, technical or other post school 
education, there is a clear and strong regard for education in the region.

The region benefits from the presence of a number of educational facilities. The University of Tasmania, consistently 
ranked in the top 10 research universities in Australia and within the top two per cent of universities worldwide, has 
four campuses, one of which is located in Launceston, offering graduate and post graduate qualifications. 

The Australian Maritime College is Australia’s national centre for maritime education, training and research and 
has campuses in nearby Launceston and Beauty Point. It was one of the seven founding members, representing 
five continents of the world, of the International Association of Maritime Universities (IAMU). The AMC offers 
vocational certificates, graduate and post graduate qualifications via specialist teaching, learning and research facilities 
in maritime and maritime related fields. 

Also situated in Launceston is a campus of TasTAFE, one of Australia’s 10 largest Registered Training Organisations 
(RTOs). TasTAFE provides vocational education and training ensuring the region’s workforce is equipped with 
vocationally ready skills and that employers are supported with lifting the productivity of their workforces through 
skill development. 

The region also benefits from The Underwater Centre, Tasmania (TUCT) situated at Beauty Point less than 40 
minutes’ drive from Bell Bay. TUCT is one of only three locations worldwide where internationally recognised 
saturation diver training is provided. The Australian Diving Accreditation Scheme (ADAS) qualifications gained at 
TUCT are recognised worldwide.
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BUSINESS IN THE PRECINCT
A diverse range of business and industry thrive in the Bell Bay Industrial Precinct and provide a 
perfect opportunity for businesses to co-locate and collaborate.

As evidence of the wide variety of business in the Precinct, the following is a list of businesses and utility services 
that operate from the Bell Bay Industrial Precinct. 

 • A P Kempe Engineering (steel fabricators and parts manufacturing)

 • ABC Coatings (industrial and commercial painting)

 • Artec (timber processors and exporters)

 • Austen Mechanical (mechanical)

 • Bell Bay Aluminium (aluminium production)

 • Bell Bay Café (food retailing)

 • Coffey Plant Hire (equipment hire)

 • Confab Engineering (steel fabricators and parts manufacturing)

 • CPT Engineering (steel fabricators and parts manufacturing)

 • East Tamar Maintenance Services Ltd (furnace construction and maintenance, civil construction)

 • Ecka Granules (metal powder production)

 • Envorinex (plastics manufacturing)

 • George Town Forklift Hire (equipment hire)

 • George Town Seafoods (seafood processing and sales)

 • George Town Vehicle Wreckers (wreckers and parts recycling)

 • Grant Mawer Engineering (steel fabricators and parts manufacturing))

 • Hanson Concrete (vendors for concrete and related products)

 • Monson Shipping Tasmania Pty Ltd (shipping company and agents)

 • NSFP Smartfibre (timber processors and exporters and fibre production)

 • Nubco (vendors for steel and related products)

 • Qube Ports Pty Ltd (general stevedoring operations, landside logistics and marine container transport)

 • Ron’s Crane Hire (mobile crane hire and scaffold hire)

 • Sims Metal Management (scrap metal and electronics recycler)

 • South 32 TEMCO (manganese alloy production)

 • Specialist Access Equipment and Plant Hire (equipment hire)

 • Temtrol Technologies (electrical contracting, sales and manufacturing) 
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 • Timberlink (timber processors and vendors for structural timber)

 • Timmins Automotive (mechanical)

 • United Petroleum (bulk fuel supplier)

 • Webster BSC (bearings and engineering supplies)

UTILITIES AND SERVICES
 • Basslink (electrical converter station)

 • Bell Bay Fire Station

 • George Town Council Works Depot

 • Tamar Valley Power (power station)

 • Tas Gas

 • TasNetworks (substation yard)

 • Tasports

 • TasRail

 • TasWater (waste water treatment plant)
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Tamar River
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CONTACT DETAILS
For any additional information regarding the Bell Bay Industrial Precinct and investment opportunities, please 
contact:

JOHN MARTIN

General Manager

George Town Council

16-18 Anne Street, George Town Tasmania

Telephone: +61 3 6382 8800

Facsimile: +61 3 6382 8899

Email: john.martin@georgetown.tas.gov.au

Website: www.georgetown.tas.gov.au

JOHN PERRY

Coordinator–General

Tasmanian Government

Level 1 Cornwall Square, 12-16 St John Street, Launceston

Telephone: +61 3 6777 2786

Facsimile: +61 3 6334 1131

Email: john.perry@cg.tas.gov.au

Website: www.cg.tas.gov.au
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